
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY THINKING POINTS
FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

Clearance and setup:

 Search leading and relevant industry websites for conflicting user names and content.
 Register user names with your brands and executive names. Include misspellings and gripe

versions (“Company X Sucks”).
 Set up pages on leading and industry sites.
 Keep accounts, including password, secure.

Routinely monitor:

 Search for availability of a new brand, plus for enforcement purposes, on platforms including:
o Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, eBay, MySpace, and online shopping sites
o Industry blogs and fan sites
o Mobile and Internet apps
o Wikipedia (including for defamatory or misleading information)

Determine your pain tolerance:

 Is the use damaging to your business or brand? Consider categorizing as:

Egregious threat Possibly infringing
use

Non-infringing
trademark use

Tolerable

Counterfeit goods
Blatant infringement
Impersonation
Defamation / lies
Offensive or hate
speech
Blatant use of creative

content

Unauthorized use
(indirect or non-

economic impact)
Fan use (try to use
to

your advantage)

Fair use
Commercial or

comparative use

Comment or even
criticism

Coordinate with your business to consider both legal and PR ramifications of acting:

 Will our enforcement efforts be highlighted and shared, and will there be fan backlash?
 What will happen to the content in question…might it be buried after another day or two?
 Spin your wins – e.g., use your social media site to indicate you are shutting down frauds,

because you care about protecting customers and keeping costs down.
 Consider other non-legal solutions. Enlist customers or employees to monitor and report,

perhaps through an incentive program, which can also help mitigate any negative PR.
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Avoiding hot water:

 Disclose any connections and payment made to bloggers who complement you online.
 Avoid using others’ brands in your brand, user name, URL, or prominently or as logos. Be

careful with comparisons.
 Avoid using others’ creative content, in any way, without permission. Better to link to it.
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